Mental state assessment of recipients in the IVF donor programs and psychotherapeutic methods of its correction.
The management of infertility with assisted reproductive technologies (ART) could solve a medical problem but still leave psychosocial problems, associated with both long-term infertility and specific treatment, unaddressed in a number of cases. Evaluation of the mental state of recipients in the IVF donor programs and its dynamics when mid-term multimodal psychotherapy has been used. The study was conducted in the Family Medicine Center - an ART clinic of the city of Ekaterinburg, Russia between 2016 and 2017. Mental state assessment of 200 potential female candidates for the IVF programs was made with the following methods: figures test and color test of relations, a method for the self-assessment of the emotional state by Hans Eysenck, a method for assessing neuropsychic stress by Nemchin, an original questionnaire for patients of the ART clinic. In our study, it was revealed that women requiring donor oocytes with indirect motivation to have a child demonstrated predominantly a high and moderate level of anxiety, frustration, aggression, rigidity, and neuropsychic stress. The vast majority of women had partial compliance for treatment. With psychotherapeutic approach using mid-term multimodal psychotherapy, patients' compliance for treatment could be improved, resulting in a reduction in negative mental states and development of adequate motivation for oocyte donation in the IVF programs.